BLOCK OF THE MONTH
for the
OCTOBER MEETING

BY JOANNE HOLZNECHT

Please use 100% cotton fabrics. PLEASE PREWASH THE FABRIC. Note: When making a Block of the Month, please read the instructions carefully, particularly regarding the fabric choices. The pictures may not always be representative of the

Fabrics: Background white on white print
Pattern yellow or gold print

Cut: 4 4 ½" x 4 ½" Background
2½" strips each totaling at least 35" long from both fabrics for triangle squares. Using the EASY ANGLE cutting tool, cut 20 triangles from both fabrics

Sew together as shown in diagram.
Make one or more blocks. Print your name and address on a slip of paper and attach it to the back of each block. Bring as many versions of the block to the October meeting as you want. Your name will be entered in the monthly draw.
If you are unable to attend the meeting, you may send your name and block(s) to:

Joanne Holzknecht
2618 65th Ave. N.
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
email: sewsewjo@spacestar.net